OPEN WORKSPACE 2013

MASTER CLASS

DISCOVER
THE METHOD
WITH LOLA COHEN (USA)

EDITOR OF “THE LEE STRASBERG NOTES”
Melikhovo & Moscow, August 2013
Copenhagen, November 2013
Info and registration at www.telltojoytheatre.com

OPEN WORKSPACE
nurturing artistic creation since 2011

The Lee Strasberg Notes presents
the clearest and most representative
transcription of Strasberg’s commentary to actors and directors,
and fulfills my intent to present Lee
Strasberg “live.” – Lola Cohen

OPEN WORKSPACE 2013

MASTER CLASS

DISCOVER THE METHOD

WITH LOLA COHEN (USA) EDITOR OF “THE LEE STRASBERG NOTES”
In 2013, OPEN WORKSPACE has created a
unique opportunity and warmly invites you to
discover and learn one of the most inspiring
approaches within the Art of Acting – The
Method, developed by Lee Strasberg.

and possibly the greatest, opportunity to fully
receive the journey of opening and unfolding your artistic discovery of Lee Strasberg’s
Method in the most authentic, beautiful,
inspiring and artistic surroundings.

OPEN WORKSPACE has invited the most
innovative master teacher of Lee Strasberg’s
Method today, an actress, stage director, writer
and editor of The Lee Strasberg Notes, Lola
Cohen (USA), to share her skills and inspiration in our two leading Master Classes, which
will take place in the Anton Chekhov village of
Melikhovo in Moscow, and in Copenhagen.

MASTER CLASS WITH LOLA COHEN
IN COPENHAGEN
November 2013 (52 teaching hours in a nonresidential setting, followed by a presentational showcase)

MASTER CLASS WITH LOLA COHEN
IN MELIKHOVO & MOSCOW
August 2013 (72 teaching hours in a residential setting, followed by a presentational
performance)
This Master Class program will take place in
what is certainly the heart of Russian drama
and theatre, in the village of Melikhovo, at
the estate where Anton Chekhov lived and
worked from 1892 to 1899. This is a unique,

This Master Class program will unfold in
the Danish performing arts environment in
Copenhagen, through comprehensive training in Lee Strasberg’s Method and lectures
with the opportunity to discuss, explore and
present the masterful best of contemporary
acting today.
Nurture your artistic creation with like-minded stage professionals from around the world.
VISIT www.telltojoytheatre.com for more
information about OPEN WORKSPACE and
how you can register today.

This offering has been designed especially for the advanced educational training program OPEN WORKSPACE. OPEN WORKSPACE is hosted annually by TELL to JOY Art Theatre and offers the greatest acting Master Classes, taught by the world’s leading
experts in the Art of Acting, and held in amazing settings as Anton Chekov’s village of Melikhovo in Moscow, and in Copenhagen.

